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An example of an E-unitary regular semigroup is presented which is not
embeddable into a semidirect product of a band by a group. This solves an
wembeddability problem raised by M. B. Szendrei in Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh
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INTRODUCTION
Just as a possible generalization of McAlister's P-theorem to orthodox
w xsemigroups, M. B. Szendrei initiated in 7 to investigate the problem
whether each E-unitary regular semigroup is embeddable into a semidirect
product of a band by a group. Up to now many examples of embeddable
E-unitary regular semigroups are known: Each E-unitary regular semi-
group S whose band of idempotents E is regular, i.e., satisfies theS
equation axya s axaya, is embeddable into a semidirect product of a band
B by a group, where B can be chosen from the band variety generated by
w xE 7 . The same holds for each idempotent pure homomorphic image of aS
w xbifree orthodox semigroup 8 . More generally each quasi-F-orthodox
semigroup, i.e., semigroup whose greatest inverse semigroup homomorphic
w ximage is F-inverse, is embeddable 1 .
In spite of the previously cited examples there has always been some
evidence that the general embedding result for all E-unitary regular
semigroups does not hold.
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For each embeddable E-unitary regular semigroup S we construct a
canonical embedding into a homomorphic image of the free product of S
 .and Srs with s the last group congruence on S . Our canonicalS S
embedding is of purely algebraic nature and differs from the one pre-
w xsented in 7 which is of a more geometrical kind. Moreover, our construc-
tion can be used to produce several necessary first order embeddability
conditions. For such a condition we construct a finite E-unitary regular
semigroup which fails to satisfy it. Hence we solve the embedding problem
in the negative.
In the last section we strengthen our result in that we give an example of
a finite nonembeddable E-unitary regular semigroup whose band of idem-
potents belongs to a band variety which is ``close'' to that of regular bands.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we summarize the notions and the results needed in the
sequel. For the basic properties of orthodox semigroups the reader is
w xreferred to 4 .
Given an orthodox semigroup S, we denote its band of idempotents by
E , its least group congruence by s and its least inverse semigroupS S
congruence by g . The s -class containing an element s g S will beS S
denoted ss.
 .A regular semigroup S is called E-unitary if E is a left andror rightS
unitary subset of S or, equivalently, if E forms a s -class. Hence anS S
E-unitary regular semigroup is necessarily orthodox.
Let B be a band and let G be a group, acting on B by automorphisms
on the left, i.e., for each g g G, there is an automorphism of B, denoted
 .  .by a ¬ ga , a g B, such that gh a s g ha for all g, h g G, a g B.
 . .  .Then S defined on B = G with multiplication a , g b , h [ a ? g b , gh
is an E-unitary regular semigroup, called a semidirect product of B by G.
An E-unitary regular semigroup S is called embeddable, if S is embed-
dable into a semidirect product of a band by a group. If moreover this
band can be chosen from the band variety generated by E , then S isS
called strictly embeddable.
 .For an element s of a regular semigroup S, V s denotes the set of all
inverses of s.
 2 .Let F be the free semigroup on the set A and let b [ w , w N w gA
4 a aF . The free band B on A is F rb , where b is the congruence onA A A
 w x.  .F , generated by b see 4 . For w g F let the content C w be the set ofA A
elements of A, appearing in w.
Given two disjoint semigroups S and T , the free product S)T of S and
 w x.T see 4 is defined to be the following semigroup. The underlying set
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consists of all finite nonempty words a a ??? a in the alphabet S j T1 2 n
 .where, for any i 1 F i - n , one of a and a belongs to S and the otheri iq1
 .one to T. The multiplication is defined as follows. For w g S)T let h w
  ..  .t w be the element of S j T , appearing first last in w. Then for
w s a a ??? a , w s b b ??? b g S)T , w w is defined to be the1 1 2 n 2 1 2 m 1 2
 .  .juxtaposition a a ??? a b b ??? b , if one of t w and h w belongs to1 2 n 1 2 m 1 2
S and the other belongs to T , and a a ??? a cb ??? b , where c is the1 2 ny1 2 m
 .  .  .product of t w and h w in S or T , resp., provided both t w and1 2 1
 .h w belong to S or to T. We consider S and T being subsemigroups of2
 .  .S)T. Clearly, S)T _ T and S)T _ S j T are ideals in S)T.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We begin this section with a construction of a canonical embedding for
 .each strictly embeddable E-unitary regular semigroup.
CONSTRUCTION. Let A be a band ¨ariety and let S be an E-unitary regular
semigroup. Denote Srs by G, form the free product S)G, and putS
 . w x w xU s S)G _ G. For w g U where w s g s g s g ??? g s g0 1 2 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 n
 . s w x s s s w x  .n G 1 , let w s g s g s g ??? g s g . Define r s w1, w N0 1 2 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 n
4  . 4w g U j 1w, w N w g U where 1 denotes the identity element in G. Let
 sfurther « be the least congruence j on the subsemigroup X s w g U N wA
4  .as 1 of U such that Xrj g A. Let r j « be the congruence on S)GA
 .  .a  .generated by r j « , and put z s z S, A s r j « l U = U . DefineA A
 .  .T s T S, A s Urz and x s x S, A : S ª T , s ¬ sz . Then T is an E-
unitary regular semigroup with E s Xz and x is a homomorphism.T
In order to show the latter statement, first we observe that T is regular.
 s .y1  s .y1  s .y1For, if w g U then u s w w w g U and w w g X whence
  s .y1 .2  s .y1 aw w « w w . Denoting by « the congruence on S)G gener-A A
 s .y1  s .y1 a  s .y1  s .y1ated by « , we have wuw s w w w w w« w w wr w w ?A A
 s .y1 s a  s .y1 sw w w « w w w r w, and so wz s wz ? uz ? wz in T. Obviously,A
the mapping U ª G, w ¬ ws is a homomorphism such that r and « areA
contained in its kernel. So this homomorphism determines a homomor-
phism p : T ª G, wz ¬ ws. Clearly, Xz is just the set of all elements
whose image under p is 1 and, by definition, Xz : E . This impliesT
E s Xz whence it also follows that T is E-unitary. The fact that x is aT
homomorphism is straightforward.
 .In case the homomorphism x S, A is injective we will say that S is
 .  .embeddable into T S, A ¨ia x S, A .
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a band ¨ariety and let S be an E-unitary regular
semigroup. Then S is embeddable into a semidirect product of a band from A
 .  .by a group, iff it is embeddable into T S, A ¨ia x S, A .
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 .Proof. « Without loss of generality, we can suppose that S is a
subsemigroup of a semidirect product P of a band B from A by G s Srs .
Then the elements of U are of one of the following forms,
a , g g a , g g ??? g a , g , 1 .  .  .  .1 1 2 3 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 ny1
a , g g a , g g ??? g a , g g , 2 .  .  .  .1 1 2 3 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n
g a , g g a , g g ??? g a , g , 3 .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 3 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 ny1
g a , g g a , g g ??? g , a , g g , 4 .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 3 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n
 .  .  .where n G 1, g g G 0 F i F n and a , g g P 1 F i F n .2 i 2 iy1 2 iy1
To each such w g U we assign an element w of P, defined by a ?Ä 1
.  . g g a ? ??? ? g g g ??? g a , g g g ??? g in case 1 , a ?1 2 3 1 2 3 2 ny2 2 ny1 1 2 3 2 ny1 1
.  . g g a ? ??? ? g g g ??? g a , g g g ??? g in case 2 , g a ?1 2 3 1 2 3 2 ny2 2 ny1 1 2 3 2 n 0 1
.  .g g g a ? ??? ? g g g ??? g a , g g g ??? g in case 3 ,0 1 2 3 0 1 2 2 ny2 2 ny1 0 1 2 2 ny1
 .  .g a ? g g g a ? ??? ? g g g ??? g a , g g g ??? g in case 4 .0 1 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 2 ny2 2 ny1 0 1 2 2 n
A straightforward calculation shows that, for arbitrary u, ¨ g U, we have&
u¨s u¨ , and so w : U ª P, u ¬ u is a homomorphism. We intend to verifyÄÄ Ä
that z is contained in the kernel of w. To show this, it suffices to check
that r and « are in it. The first one is obvious by the definition of r. IfA
u g U then, by definition, the second component of u is us, and soÄ
uw g E iff u g X. Because E is isomorphic to B, we have E g A.P P P
Hence it follows that w N X : X ª E is a homomorphism of X into a bandP
in A, and so the kernel of w N X is a congruence on X such that the factor
semigroup of X modulo it belongs to A. This ensures that « is containedA
in the kernel of w N X and hence also in that of w. Thus we have verified
that z is included in the kernel of w, and therefore w induces a homomor-
 .phism c : T ª P, uz ¬ u u g U .Ä
 .Observe that xc : S ª P is the inclusion of S in P because a , g xc s
 . .  .a , g z c s a , g . This ensures that x is injective, that is, S is embed-
ded into T via x .
 .¥ Suppose that S is embedded into T via x . We have seen
 .  y1 .previously that Xz g A. For every g g G and x g X, let g xz s gxg z .
It is straightforward to check that this defines an action of G on Xz by
automorphisms on the left. Let P denote the semidirect product of Xz by
G with respect to this action. Define a mapping w : S ª P by sw s
  s .y1 . s .s s z , s . For s, t g S, we have
y1 y1s s s ssw ? tw s s s z , s t t z , t .  . .  . /  /
y1 y1 y1s s s s s ss s s z ? s t t s z , s t .  .  . .  . /
y1 y1 y1s s s s s ss s s s t t s z , s t .  .  . .  . /
y1s ss st st z , st s st w , .  .  . . / /
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and so w is a homomorphism. It is also injective because, if sw s tw for
s s  y1 .  y1 .some s, t g S then s s t s g, say, and sg z s tg z . The latter
equality implies sz s tz whence s s t follows because S is embedded into
T via x . The proof is complete.
Let S be an E-unitary regular semigroup and let U, z , and T be
constructed by means of S and B, the variety of all bands. Then in T we
  s .y1 .   s .y1.have wz s w w w z for all w g U because wr w w
s a  s .y1 .2 s  s .y1w « w w w r w w w. We will use this fact together with Theo-B
rem 2.1 to infer a necessary first-oder embeddability condition.
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be an embeddable E-unitary regular semigroup. Then
S must satisfy the following condition,
exx9 s e, x9xfg s fg « exfg s ehfx9exfg , E .5ehh9 s e, h9hfx9exfg s fx9exfg
 .  .for all e, f , g g E , x, h g S with xs h and for all x9 g V x , h9 g V h .S S
Proof. Let S be an embeddable E-unitary regular semigroup and let
 .the premises of E be satisfied in S for some e, f , g g E , x, h g S withS
 .  .xs h and x9 g V x , h9 g V h . Construct U, z , and T by means of S andS
B. We see that
exfgz exx9x s x9xfg by the previous remark .
s exx9x s fgz exx9x s fx9exx9x s fg , because x9z g V xx9x s z in T , . .
and so fx9e z g V exx9x s f z in T .  . .
s ex s fx9exx9x s x9xfgz ex s fx9exfg
s ehh9x s h9hfx9exfgz ehfx9exfg , because xs h.S
By Theorem 2.1, S is embedded into T via x , therefore exfgz ehfx9exfg
implies the equality of these elements.
The following construction has its origin in the theory of inverse semi-
groups where it was used to give a short proof of McAlister's Covering
w xTheorem, see 5 , VII. 4.4 Lemma.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S be an orthodox semigroup and S [ Srg . Let S9S
be a set of the same cardinality as S and disjoint from S, and let X s S if S is
 .finite and let X s S j S9 if S is infinite. Let S X be the symmetric group on
sX, and for s g S let w be the image of s under the Vagner representation. Let
s .  . 4further C [ s, g g S = S X N w : g with, resp., componentwise mul-S
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tiplication. Then the following holds:
 .i C is an E-unitary regular semigroup.S
 .  .  .  .ii s, g , t, g g C for some g g S X iff st9, t9s g E for someS S
 .t9 g V t .
 .  .  .iii s, g s t, h iff g s h.CS
s y1 y1 .  .  .Proof. i s, g , t, h g C implies that w : Ss ª Ss given by xsS
y1 t y1 y1 y1¬ xs s is contained in g, and w : St ¬ St given by xt ¬ xt t is
st s t  . .  .contained in h. Then w s w w : gh, implying that s, g t, h s st, gh
 .  y1 .g C . Further C is regular because s, g g C implies s9, g g CS S S S
 .  . 4for each s9 g V s . Moreover E s e, 1 N e g E where 1 is the iden-C SS
 .tity in S X , implying that C is orthodox.S
 .We continue with showing that s, 1 g C , iff s g E . Obviously eachS S
2 e .e, 1 with e s e belongs to C because w is identical on Se. LetS
s y1 y1 y1 .s, 1 g C . Then w maps Ss identically on Ss, via xs ¬ xs s. InS
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .particular we get that s s s s s s s s s s s s s, implying that
y1 y1s belongs to E . Consequently s s s g E , which implies that s g E ,S S S
because g is idempotent pure.S
 . .From this we easily obtain that C is E-unitary, because s, g e, 1 g ES CS
implies g s 1 which implies s g E .S
 .  .  .  .  y1 .ii « If s, g , t, g g C then also t9, g g C and soS S
 .  .  .st9, 1 , t9s, 1 g C . Hence st9, t9s g E by i .S S
y1 y1 y1 .¥ Let st9, t9s g E . Then st , t s g E , implying st sS S
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1  .ss tt and t s s t ts s because s t s t s implies s s t t s
y1 y1 y1 s t . .s t s t s st and the dual argument . We show that w j w is an
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1injection. Let xs s yt . It follows that xs s s yt s s yt ts s s
y1 y1 y1 s t y1xs ts s s xs t, hence w j w is well defined. Moreover from xs s s
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1yt t we infer xs s yt ts , resp., yt s xs st implying xs s
y1 s t s .yt . Hence w j w is an injection and there is a g g S X with w ,
t  w x.  .  .w : g see proof of VII.4.7 Lemma in 4 , implying that s, g , t, g g C .S
y1 .  .  .  . .  .iii s, g s t, h m s, g t9, h g E m g s h, by i .C CS S
w x w xNote that C is an E-unitary cover of S in the sense of 6 and 9 . UsingS
Theorem 2.3 we reduce the problem of finding a nonembeddable E-unitary
regular semigroup to the problem of finding an orthodox semigroup
satisfying a certain condition.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S be an orthodox semigroup satisfying the following
condition:
 .  .E* There are some e, f , g, h g E , x g S, x9 g V s such thatS
exx9 s e, x9xfg s fg, eh s e, hfx9exfg s fx9exfg, exfg / efexfg, and xh, hx g
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 .  .  y1 .E . Then the subsemigroup T in C generated by x, k , h, k , x9, k ,S S
 .  .  .  .4e, 1 , f , 1 , g, 1 , h, 1 is a nonembeddable E-unitary regular semigroup.
 .Proof. Note first that from Proposition 2.3 ii we obtain that
 .  .  .  .  .x, k , h, k g C for some k g S X . In particular x, k s h, k . Fur-S CS
 .  .ther, by E* , the premises of condition E in Proposition 2.2 are satisfied
 .  .  .  .  .  y1 .with the elements e, 1 , f , 1 , g, 1 g E , x, k , h, k g C , x9, k gC SS
 ..  y1 .  ..V x, k , and h, k g V h, k . However the conclusion fails, because
 .  .  .  .it would imply exfg, k s ehfx9exfg, k s efx9exfg, k , by E* , which
 .would imply efexfg s exfg, with a contradiction to E* . Obviously T is a
 .regular subsemigroup of C which does not satisfy E . Moreover T isS
E-unitary because C is.S
The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of an orthodox
 .semigroup satisfying E* .
In what follows we will make use of the semigroup Z s
 2 2 4x, x , x*, x* , xx*, x*x with multiplication given by
2 2x x* x x* xx* x*x
2 2 2 2x x xx* x x* x* x
2 2 2 2x* x*x x* x x* x* x
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 .x x x* x x* x* x
2 2 2 2 2 2 2x* x x* x x* x* x
2 2 2 2xx* x x* x x* xx* x
2 2 2 2x*x x x* x x* x* x*x
Notice that Z is an orthodox semigroup whose nonidempotents are x and
 .  4x*. Moreover V x s x* , Zx l Zx* s B and Zrg is isomorphic to B ,Z 2
the five-element Brandt semigroup. In fact, g is a Rees congruenceZ
 2 24whose nonsingleton class is x , x* , a two-element right zero semigroup.
 4Let B be the free band on A [ e, f , g, h . Define P s B ) Z, theA A
 .  2 .free product of B and Z, and define Q s P _ B j Z . Let t s w , wA A
4 aN w g Q , and let t be the congruence on P generated by t . Put
S9 s Prt a. Obviously, the elements of B and Z constitute singletonA
t a-classes. So we will consider B and Z as subsemigroups in S9. ObserveA
also that Qt a is a band which we will denote by B9. Therefore S9 is a
disjoint union of B9, B , and Z, and B9 is an ideal of S9. This implies thatA
S9 is orthodox. Note that S9 is finite because B and Z are finite, and B9,A
a band generated by a finite set, is also finite.
Ã .  .For b g B , let C b s C u where u g F with b s ub , for z g Z letA A
Ã Ã .  4 w x w x  .C z s x , and for w s b z b z ??? b z b g Q let C w s0 1 2 3 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 n
n Ã .  4D C b j x .is0 2 i
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 .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let d : P = P be defined by d s exx*, e ,
Ã Ã .  .4  .  .  .4x*xfg , fg , eh , e j hfwg , fwg N e g C w , g f C w . Then
 .  .aefexfg, exfg f d j t .
Ã .  .Proof. For w g Q and a g C w l A let w w be the segment of w,a a
 .  .which precedes follows the first last appearance of a in w.
Let M be the set of all w g Q, satisfying the properties
 .1 w f s eu xhf or w f s eu xf, andf 1 f 1
 .  .  .2 e w g s eu hxfu fg or e w g s exfu fg,e g 2 3 e g 3
where u , u , u are arbitrary elements of P such that u g B with1 2 3 1 A
Ã .  4  .  4  .C u : e, h or u g Q with C u : e, h, x and u g B with C u :1 1 1 2 A 2
Ã Ã 4  .  4  .f , h or u g Q with C u : f , h, x and u s f or u g Q with C u2 2 3 3 3
 4: f , x .
Let w g M and let w9 be obtained from w by applying an elementary
 4=-transition where = g d , t . We intend to show that w9 belongs to M
too.
Suppose first that w9 is obtained from w by applying an elementary
d-transition. It is easily seen that if d is a replacement of an appearance of
 .  . .e by eh or exx*, or vice versa, then w9 f and e w9 g are also of thef e g
 .  .form prescribed in 1 and 2 , resp. If d is a replacement of a segment
Ã Ã  .  ..  .f¨ g e g C ¨ , g f C ¨ by hf¨ g, or vice versa, then w9 f is also of thef
Ã .  . .  .   ..form required in 1 , and e w9 g s e w g because e f C w . If de g e g e g
is a replacement of a segment fg by x*xfg then it is again straightforward
 .  .to check that 1 and 2 hold for w9. If, conversely, d is a replacement of a
 .segment x*xfg by fg then w9 is again easily seen to satisfy 2 , and in case
 .w f s eu xhf, we clearly have w9 f s w f. It remains to check that thef 1 f f
latter equality holds also in the case when w f s eu xf. The only nontrivialf 1
 .  .possibility is when w s w f , and so, by 2 , e w g s eu hxfg whereg f e g 2
Ã .  .f f C u . Hence it follows indeed, that w9 f s w f. Thus we have2 f f
shown that w9 g M.
Now assume that w9 is obtained from w by an elementary t-transition.
 .  .Then it is straightforward that either w9 s w or w9 is obtained fromf f f
 . .w by an elementary t-transition. The same assertion holds also for w9f e g
 .and w . It is easy to see that the words obtained from eu xh, eu x,e g 1 1
u hxfu f , and xfu f , resp., by an elementary t-transition are of the same2 3 3
 .  .form. Thus w9 also has properties 1 and 2 .
Summarizing, we have proven that w9 belongs to M. Because any
 .aw9 g w d j t is obtained from w by finitely many d j t-transitions it
 .afollows that w d j t : M, for each w g M. Further, because exfg g M
a .  .and no element of M begins with ef we infer efexfg, exfg f d j t .
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 .a  .Note that S [ Pr d j t satisfies condition E* of Proposition 2.4
 .because h fx*exf gd fx*exfg, and we infer:
 .aTHEOREM 2.6. Let S [ Pr d j t be as in the pre¨ious text, and let T
be the subsemigroup of C as considered in Proposition 2.4. Then T is a finiteS
E-unitary regular semigroup which is not embeddable.
It should be noted that the greatest group homomorphic image of T is
the two-element cyclic group.
3. A STRENGTHENING
w xIn view of the results proven in 7 , it may be interesting to look for a
minimal nonregular band variety A, such that there exists a nonembed-
dable E-unitary regular semigroup, whose band of idempotents belongs
to A.
Let LSRB be the variety of all left semiregular bands. It is defined by
 .the identity ) ¨ ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ . It can be shown that S, as defined1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 3
in Section 2, divided by the least left semiregular congruence does not
 .satisfy condition E* . This is due to the fact that xf is an idempotent of S.
However, a slight modification of the construction leads to an example of a
nonembeddable E-unitary regular semigroup whose band of idempotents
is left semiregular. Together with its dual and the fact that the notion of
``semidirect product of a band by a group'' is self-dual, we also have an
example of a nonembeddable E-unitary regular semigroup whose band of
w xidempotents is right semiregular. From this it follows by 3 that for each
band variety A, which is not contained in SNB, the variety of seminormal
 .bands defined by the identity ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , there is a1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 1 3 4 1
nonembeddable E-unitary regular semigroup whose band of idempotents
belongs to A.
On the other hand it follows from a recent result of M. B. Szendrei
 . w xprivate communication and a more general result of the author 2 that
each E-unitary regular semigroup, whose band of idempotents is seminor-
mal, is strictly embeddable. Thus the question, whether the class of all
E-unitary regular semigroups, whose bands of idempotents belong to a
certain band variety, contains a nonembeddable semigroup or not is
completely answered.
In what follows let all undefined notions be as in Section 2. For
w x w x  .w s f z fz ??? fz f g Q let r w s z z ??? z . Define t s1 3 2 ny1 1 3 2 ny1 0
2 Ã Ã .  .  4  .  4  . 4w, w N w g Q, C w / f , x or C w s f , x and r w g E . ThenZ
a  aaPrt is an orthodox semigroup such that E s B j E j wt N w0 Prt A Z 00Ã Ã .  4  .  4  . 4g Q, C w / f , x or C w s f , x and r w g E .Z
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 .nLEMMA 3.1. Let xfx* xf s w ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ w , where m, n g N, w , w1 1 2 m 2 1 2
1 a 2  4g P and ¨ g P with ¨ t ¨ , i g 1, 2, . . . , m . Then, for any i , i , . . . , i gi i 0 i 1 2 l
 4  .k1, 2, . . . , m , we ha¨e w ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ w s xfx* xf for some k g N.1 i i i 21 2 l
 .Proof. Let ¨ begin with x. Then w s xx* or w s xfx* for somei 1 1
 4p g N j 0 . The same holds for ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Moreover we have w s1 2 m 2
 .q  4xfx* xf for some q g N j 0 . Combining the cases, we easily see that
w ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ w satisfies the assertion.1 i i i 21 2 l
If ¨ begins with x* or f , we proceed in a similar way.2
 . a 2 4Let « [ ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ N ¨ g P, ¨ t ¨ , 1 F i F 3 . We prove1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 i i 0 i
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let « be defined as in the preceding text. Then
 .  .aefexfg, exfg f d j « j t .0
Proof. Let M be the set of all w g Q, satisfying the properties
 .1 w f s eu xhf or w f s eu xf, andf 1 f 1
 .  .  .n  .  .n2 e w g s eu h xfx* xfg or e w g s eu xfx* xfg, for somee g 2 e g 2
 4n g N j 0 ,
where u , u are of the form as in Proposition 2.5.1 2
Let w g M and let w9 be obtained from w by applying an elementary
 4=-transition, where = g d , « , t . We intend to show that w9 belongs to0
M too.
 4If = g d , t , the assertion follows in the same way as in the proof of0
Proposition 2.5.
Let w9 be obtained from w by applying an elementary «-transition. Then
w s w ¨ ¨ ¨ w and w9 s w ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ w , where w , w g P1, ¨ t a¨ 2,1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 i 0 i
or vice versa. We consider the first case, the other one is treated similarly.
Let w f s eu xhf. If the first appearance of f in w belongs to w ¨ ¨ ¨ ,f 1 1 1 2 3
 .  .then w s w9 . In the opposite case, we have w f s w ¨ ¨ ¨ w f andf f f 1 1 2 3 2 f
 .  .  .w9 f s w ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ w f. Then ¨ ¨ w f s uxhf for some u gf 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 f 2 3 2 f
1  X . XP . Hence we see that w f is also of the form eu xhf. If w f s eu xf ,1 f 1 f 1
the proof is similar.
 .  .  .nNow we consider w . Let w s u h xfx* xf. If the first appearancee g e g 2
Ã .of g in w belongs to w ¨ ¨ ¨ , or this g belongs to w and e g C ¨ ¨ ,1 1 2 3 2 2 3
 .  . .  .then w s w9 . In the remaining case, we either have w se g e g e g
 .  .  . .  .  .  .w ¨ ¨ ¨ w and w9 s w ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ w , or w se 1 1 2 3 2 g e g e 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 g e g e
Ã .  .  . .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ w and w9 s ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ w . If h g C ¨ ¨ then the1 2 3 2 g e g e 1 3 2 3 2 g 2 3
 .  . .segments of w and w9 following the last occurrence of h are thee g e g
X n Ã . .  .  .same, and so w9 is also of the form u h xfx* xf. If h f C ¨ ¨ thene g 2 2 3
 .  .n  .the same segment of w , that is, xfx* xf is of the form t ¨ ¨ ¨ w ore g 1 1 2 3 2 g
 .  . .t ¨ ¨ w , and the same segment of w9 is of the form t ¨ ¨ ???1 2 3 2 g e g 1 i i1 2
 .  4  4¨ w where i , . . . , i g 1, 2, 3 and 2, 3 , resp. Thus Lemma 3.1 ensuresi 2 g 1 ll
 . . X  .n9that w9 is also of the form u h xfx* xf. In the remaining cases thee g 2
proof is similar.
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Summarizing, we have proven that w9 belongs to M. Because any
 .aw9 g w d j « j t is obtained from w by finitely many d j « j t -0 0
 .atransitions, it follows that w d j « j t : M, for each w g M. Further,0
because exfg g M and no element of M begins with ef , we infer
a .  .efexfg, exfg f d j « j t .0
 .aObviously S [ Pr d j « j t is an orthodox semigroup whose band0
 .of idempotents is left semiregular, and which satisfies condition E* of
Proposition 2.4. Hence we infer
 .aTHEOREM 3.3. Let S s Pr d j « j t be as in the preceding text, and0
let T be the subsemigroup of C considered in Proposition 2.4. Then T is aS
nonembeddable finite E-unitary regular semigroup whose band of idempotents
is left semiregular.
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